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COME ON BARBIE, LET'S GO PINK! 

 

In celebration of the highly-anticipated Barbie Movie, we’ve decided to embrace the 

excitement and give our lighting fixtures a splash of Barbie pink! In the spirit of beloved 

Barbie, 0ur custom painting capabilities have transformed select fixtures into dazzling 

statements of style and sophistication. Whether you're a lifelong Barbie fan or simply 

seeking a pop of colour to brighten up your décor, our Barbie Pink custom lighting options 

will add a little fun to your life. In the words of Barbie herself, "You Can Be Anything”, so 

why not be pink? 
 

 

 

 

WAN-388C-PNK 

8LT Incandescent Chandelier 

 

 

 

OFE-161P-PNK 

1LT Incandescent 16" Pendant 

 

 

 

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING UNIQUE FOR YOUR SPACE? 

 

We specialize in wire bending, welding, painting, fabric cutting, electrical work, and 

assembly to bring your one-of-a-kind design to life. 

 

Explore our favorite custom designs for inspiration on your next project. 
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BRIGHTEN UP YOUR WORKSPACE: SUMMER LIGHTING TIPS FOR HOME 

OFFICES 

 

Working from home this summer? Working indoors doesn't have to get you down when 

you have the power of perfect lighting on your side! Take the time to create a bright 

workspace that exudes positivity and productivity with our top-notch lighting solutions. 

From a variety of floor lamps that infuse your surroundings with a warm glow, to desk lights 

that beautifully highlight your workspace, we want to help you to brighten up your home 

office in style.  

 

 

 

 

Let the brilliance of our carefully crafted fixtures elevate your workspace, making it a place 

where inspiration flows and creativity thrives. Why settle for lacklustre lighting when you 

can let the light in? Check out our wide variety of table lighting options today! 

   
 

 

 

https://dainolite.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=ad2405c2bfb4be1e8c17af9a6&id=4c1dd5173d&e=502d0a25be


 

 

OUR FAVOURITE LIGHTS TO UPGRADE YOUR COTTAGE 

 

Escape to the serenity of your cottage getaway and discover new lighting to refresh your 

summer home. Our unique variety of fixture options will give your cottage an added touch 

of nostalgic charm with a modern allure. Whether you're looking for a warm and inviting 

ambiance for cozy gatherings or aiming to illuminate your space with a bright airy feel, our 

diverse range of fixtures has something for every taste. Transform your cottage into a 

picturesque sanctuary, where days are filled with laughter and nights glow with warm 

memories.  

 

 

 

 

GAB-601F-AGB-WH 

1LT Floor Lamp, ABG w/ WH Shade 

 

 

 

 

NAD-510LEDW-AGB 

10W LED Wall Sconce, AGB w/ CLR 

Glass 

 

 

 

 

Visit our website and explore our site in your preferred language! Don't forget to follow 

@dainolite on Instagram and tag us in your upcoming projects, we can’t wait to see how 

you transform your space.  
 

LET'S CHAT  
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